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(Transcribed Score). Note-for-note transcriptions in score format for 16 songs from this popular trio's

eponymous debut and their acclaimed 1998 release. Includes: Alice Childress * Bad Idea * Best

Imitation of Myself * Boxing * Eddie Walker * Emaline * Jackson Cannery * Julianne * The Last

Polka * Philosophy * Sports & Wine * Tom and Mary * Uncle Walter * Underground * Video *

Where's Summer B.?
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The transcriptions here are almost note-for-note with the album, for every song. While the previous

reviewer is correct when he says that the most challenging (and fun) song to play is Philosophy, he

seems to have missed the point of a transcribed score, which is to offer a dead-on transcription of

what Ben Folds and company play on the record.Don't judge an apple by the standards of an

orange. While the keyboard part might in turn be a little simpler than some talentless hack's mashed

up attempt to meld bass, guitar, piano and drum part into a song for one performer, it is truer to Ben

Folds than any more 'complicated' version might be. I want to know what Ben Folds plays, not

somebody's interpretation. If I wanted someone's poor interpretation, I'll write it out myself,

thanks.This isn't to say that if you aren't accompanied by a full band you're SOL. The lay-out also

makes it fairly easy to say 'Okay, I have a couple measures of rest here, but the guitar's going

crazy, let's play that line instead' and proceed to rock out.And I for one hate it when the melody line



of the vocal is written into the piano score. Frankly, if the song was meant to be vocal and piano

accompaniment, let's keep it that way.This book is fantastic and does exactly what it set-out to do:

Transcribe note-for-note a wonderful, amazing album.

This book is fantastic! It includes the EXACT transcription of the songs as they are played on the

CD. And i was blown away once i discovered the bass and drum scores were included as well, for i

was not expecting that. If you want to start your own Ben Folds Cover band or just want to learn the

songs exactly as they are played then THIS IS the book for you! One of the other reviews

mentioned that it includes too many monotonuous songs and doesn't offer any challenges but that

is not entirely true. He then suggests you buy Signiture Licks instead. Now not every song in this

book may be challenging but that is not the point. The point is to offer the entire score so you can

play the songs, piano, bass and all, just like Ben and the gang do. If you want to focus on just the

difficult stuff or the more well known pieces then feel free to purchase Signiture Licks. I own both of

these books and have found that i am more satisfied with this one. Signiture Licks is good but i was

very disapointed to discover that it didn't even have the complete songs. The songs included were

missing important parts! For example, the entire intro, chorus, and bridge are missing from

Underground and The Last Polka didn't have the solo, ending, or verse...

got it for a gift and they loved it.

The keyboard parts in this book are fairly simple and unchallenging with the exception of

Philosophy. If you are looking for a book that has a lot of good licks but less boring background stuff

that you can play by ear, get the Signiture Keyboard licks book and whatever and ever amen. If you

have the Signiture Keyboard book, you have realized that the most essential and challenging part of

the song Philosophy is missing in the Signiture keyboard licks book, and this is why I purchased this

album book. I am happy with paying the price for it because playing Philosophy straight through is

really a rush. The price is well worth it if you don't mind having a book that will only have a few fun

song in it. Also, if you are looking for good tab and the full score, this book is almost note for note.

The keyboard parts in this book are fairly simple and unchallenging with the exception of

Philosophy. If you are looking for a book that has a lot of good licks but less boring background stuff

that you can play by ear, get the Signiture Keyboard licks book and whatever and ever amen. If you

have the Signiture Keyboard book, you have realized that the most essential and challenging part of



the song Philosophy is missing, and this is why I purchased this album book. I am happy with

paying the price for it because playing Philosophy straight through is really a rush. The price is well

worth it if you don't mind the extra hundred or so pages thrown in with philosophy. If you are looking

for good tab and the full parts, this book is almost note for note.
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